The study of regular points for the Dirichlet problem has a long history. The probabilistic approach to regular points is originated by Doob [2] and [3] for Brownian motion and the heat process. The extension to general Markov processes is discussed in Dynkin [4] and [5] . They also clarified the relation between the fine topology and regular points.
Now we state the outline of our results. In §2 we will establish the basic notations and give some elementary remarks.
In § 3 and § 4 we will show that a certain kind of order of singularities of Green functions for two Markov processes is reflected in the inclusion relation of sets of regular points for such processes. For example it will be proved that a collection of regular points for one process coincides with that for the other process if Green functions of two processes have the same singularity. The results in § 3 includes the result of Theorem 5 in [14] .
The converse of the above result will be discussed in §4 for a class of Markov processes having Green functions with monotone and isotropic singularities. As a result of §4 we have the following. The singularity of a Green function for a Markov process of the above class is r a~n , 0 < a ^ 2, if and only if regular points coincide with those of an isotropic stable process of index a. This has been established in the previous paper [15] in case 1 < a ^ 2.
In sections 5-8 we will deal with more concrete Markov processes on R n . Using the results in §3 and §4, we will study another quantity which decides whether a point is regular for one process or not provided that it is regular for the other process. In §5 we will consider diffusion processes corresponding to uniformly elliptic differential operators of second order on R n {n^3) which are not of divergence form. As mentioned before it is known that regular points for the above processes coincide with those for Brownian motion provided that the coefficients are smooth. We will prove in this section that a point is regular for diffusion processes with continuous coefficients if it is regular for some isotropic stable process of index a, 0 < a < 2. We will also show the known result by another method that regular points coincide with those for Brownian motion if the coefficients are uniformly Dini continuous. The object of §6 is a class of Markov processes subordinate to diffusion processes with uniformly Holder continuous coefficients. Singularities of Green functions for Markov processes of this class are monotone and isotropic, but fairly abound in variety. We will introduce some inclusion relations of collections of regular points by comparing singularities at infinity of exponents of subordinators.
In §7 and §8 we will deal with Markov processes with homogeneity.
https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0027763000014616 Downloaded from https://www.cambridge.org/core. IP address: 54.70.40.11, on 09 Dec 2018 at 03:57:56, subject to the Cambridge Core terms of use, available at Our object in § 7 is the class of Levy processes with mixed homogeneous exponents. It will be shown that, for two processes of the above class, regular points for the one are also regular for the other provided that exponents are sufficiently smooth and that they have same degree of mixed homogeneity. If exponents are not smooth, there arises certain difficulty.
In § 8 we will consider Markov processes with C°°-homogeneous Levy measure n(x, y)dy of degree a, 0 < α < 1 or 1 < a < 2. (That is, n(x, y) is O°°-homogeneous function of y of degree a for each fixed x). Under certain regularity condition on n{x, y), we will show that there exists Green functions with singularity r a~n for the above processes. From this fact it follows that regular points are the same as those for an isotropic stable process of index a.
For the construction of Green functions, the theory of pseudo-differential operators plays essential roles.
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§ 2 Preliminaries
This section contains some preliminary materials that will appear in this article. We will denote a Markov process 2 ) with state space E bγ X = (Ω, jt, ^, x t , θ t9 P x ) on E or simply by X on E, where E is a locally compact separable Hausdorff space. Throughout this paper Markov processes are assumed to satisfy Hunt's Hypothesis (A) (G. A. Hunt [9] ) without special mentioning. In other words they are Hunt processes in the sense of [1] , For a subset A of E we define two functions where the infimum of the empty set is understood to be +oo. A point x is called a regular point (an irregular point) of a nearly Borel set A for X provided that P x {σ A = 0) = 1 (resp. P x {σ A = 0) = 0). If A is simply a subset of E 9 we say that x is a regular point of A (an irregular point of A) for X provided that x is a regular point of B (an irregular point of B) for X for every nearly Borel set B containing A (resp. some nearly Borel set B contained in Now we will list up some conditions which will be assumed on Markov processes on E in theorems of §3 and §4. Let {G α } α>0 be a resolvent on E lim P x {σ On < +00) = P x {σ κ < +00), x & K.
Then we have LEMMA 1 Let X be a Markov process on E with the properties M 1) and M 2).
Then X satisfies R 1).
Proof Since K is compact, it is sufficient to show that for each fixed 
Hence it holds that 3 ) C(JE), CQ(E) and C K (E) denote the space of continuous functions on E which are bounded, vanishing at infinity and of compact support respectively.
We say that G(x 9 y) is a kernel on E if it is a universally measurable function 4^ on E x E. We will sometimes discuss a kernel G(x, y) on E with the following properties: 
In this article we will adopt the next definition of Green functions. DEFINITION 
A nonnegative kernel G(x, y) is called a Green function of a Markov process X on E if it satisfies:

Gϊ) G{x, y) is an excessive function of x relative to X for each fixed y <Ξ E;
GΊϊ) there exists a σfinite measure dy on E such that
For a Green function G(x, y) we write Gf(x) instead of \ G(x, y)f{y)dy for simplicity.
The next condition on Markov process X plays essential roles in later discussions on regular points.
R2)
There exists a kernel G{x, y) on E satisfying: 
For convenience we call G(x, y) in R 2) the potential kernel of X and 4 ) In this paper a function on a set 5 may attain the value +00 on 5. R 2) . Note that M 3) holds provided X has a Green function G(x y y) with R2) and GS). We will close this section with the remark that Hunt's condition F) and G) is sufficient for R2) (see G.A. Hunt [10] ) and another sufficient condition on R2) is given in [14], [15] .
§ 3. Comparison theorems (I)
In this section we will show certain results on the comparison of regular points and hitting probabilities. First we introduce some notations which are convenient to state out results. As in § 2 X is a Markov process on E. DEFINITION 5) such that
It is clear that the above inequality implies
Sometimes we will write
In the sequel we use following symbols for a kernel G{x, y) on Λ x A:
Remark 3 Let G 2 (#, 1/) be a kernel on £ which is an excessive function of x relative to X 2 and Gχ(x 9 y) be a kernel satisfying (1) on an open set V a E, Then G\\ v is Ci/C 2 -superharmonic at (α? 0 , V) relative to X 2 for each fixed x 09 1/GF.
Indeed we have
ElfiXWixl^CtElfilWWJ^CiGtiXo, y), x 0 , y^V 9 where S is an open set such that # 0 e S c S c F. On the other hand-if x e ^ί r , it holds 1 = P*(<7£ > 0) = P x (U (0 < v/ 6) Precisely P£>1 < +oo) ^QPi^σi < +oo). We will remove the suffix of the hitting time in the sequel without confusions. Secondly we prove (4'). Let M be the set of the case (I).
Then we have
where S is an open set in Q r such that Ic5cScff, S$% Using (R2) and C 2 -superharmonicity of G\\ Q at (x Q , Q), we have, by (8),
Since S is arbitrary, we get, by (9) and (Rl), 
2/EQ
Then, for each compact set Ma Q, it holds that
2/eQ fc = 1, 2. Combining (11) with (4) ((40), we get
for every compact set M a Q. The proof is complete.
Remark 4 Further suppose that Gι{% 9 y) in Lemma 3a satisfies GC).
Then the following conditions are equivalent.
We will prove that ii) implies i). 
S
Since sup G\\ Q (z) < +™ by GC) and lim Pl o {σ Qn < +oo) = 0 by Af 3) and Rl), it follows from (11) that
Next let us consider the case that x 0 <E S C S C Q but y $ S, y e S. Let {2/nln=i,2,... be a sequence converging to 2/ such that i/ n ί5 for evrey n.
Then it follows from the assumption (ii) that
Combinig (14) with GC), we have (13) 
where φ k (r) e Φΐ. If (18) and (16) 
Combining (19) with (18) we have
Since G 2 (x 9 y) is an excessive function of x relative to X 29 we have
In other words G\\ v is (C n /C 21 + CnC 2 i/Ci2C22)-superharmonic at (αj 0 , F) relative to JY2 for each ί/eF, Noting that X Λ , & = 1, 2, satisfy Rl) by Lemma 1, the conclusion follows from Lemma 3a immediately. The proof has been finished.
, have the same local singularity on Q, then holds for each compact or open set K c Q.
Indeed it suffices to choose p{x, y) = 1/G 2 (x f y) and ψ k {r) = 1/r, k = 1, 2, in Theorem 1. We note that Corollary 1 also follows immediately from Remark 3 and Lemma 3a. After this theorem is established, the refinement of Corollary 1, 2 will be clear. We denote them by Corollary 1', 2' respectively.
To prove Theorem 1' we will study the time changed process by a local time on D introduced by M. Motoo [22] . Let us consider Markov process X on E with a reference measure and a subset D with D) x . For each a > 0 fixed there exists a unique additive functional Φ a {t 9 ω) defined by Λ ζ)) 9 where ζ is the killing time of X. It is called the α-th order sweeping-out on D of inf {t, ζ} f or the local time on D for X. Let τ be the inverse of Φ a . Then, choosing an adequate set Ω D such that P X {Ω -Ω D ) = 0 for every [22] .) Moreover we have
The statement i) is Lemma 6.13 of [22] itself 7^.
For the proof of ii) we note that τ{t) is right continuous and strictly increasing. (See [22] ). Now it is clear that x e Bχ» implies x ^ B x by the definition of X D . Suppose x e B x . Then, for almost all ω there is a sequence t n l0 such that x tn e B. Since x*!u n ) = %t n and lim τ{t n ) = 0, it follows that x e B x *>. The proof is complete.
Proof of theorem V First we note that, if / is an excessive function of X, where X -X x or X 29 then it is an excessive function of X D . This is proved as follows. Since f{x t ) is right continuous on [0, oo) almost surely P x (Theorem 5.7, iii), [1] ), it holds that
for each monotone decreasing sequence U n }π=i,2,... converging to 0. On the other hand we have
Combining (22) with (23), we see that / is an excessive function of X D .
Since from the above result G k {x,y) t k = 1,2, are excessive functions of x relative to X kf k -1,2, we can choose them as potential kernels of X k9 k = 1.2 by using Lemma 4 i). It will be clear by Lemma 4 In the following we will discuss the converse of the above results. Let X k9 fe = l, 2, be Markov processes on E with MΪ)~M3).
Suppose that
Let us consider the next three conditions. 
. §4. Comparison theorems (II)
Throughout this section we will consider Markov processes in R n (n^3).
We always assume that Markov processes satisfy Ml)^M3) and have Green functions with R2) without referring. This lemma follows immediately from Theorem 4 and Remark in SJ. Taylor [29] , Indeed, if we choose n + 1 as k in [29] , φ x {t) satisfies (12) ), where A 2 (/) = ll<Pz{t) under the condition (i) and (ii). Now (4) follows from the fact that C**(K) > 0 is equivalent to μi(K) > 0, k = 1,2 and h 2 -m(K) < + oo implies C^(K) = o. LEMMA 6. Lei X be a Markov process which has a Green function G{x,y) with isotropic singularity φ^Φ and B a be an isotropic stable process of index a, 0 < α^2. Suppose (4) for every compact set K<zR n .
Then it holds
where Q r = {α; |a;| <r 
We define
In the following discussions we will denote the total mass of finite measure = M x r n~a (for example see [21] , p. 204), we have ii) <>(#) denotes the ^-capacity of K and h-m{K) denote the ^-measure of K in the sense of [29] . (7) μ\ r :
Hence it holds (8) Pi( σ Qr n < + °°) ^ M 3 and Pt{σ Q ( Xk>C r k ) < + °°) ^ Ml.
Combining Lemma 4.2 in [13] with (8), we have Next we will prove that (10) lim P 0 {σ~Q r < + oo) = M 5 > 0,
where
If (10) ( (11)) did not hold, we can choose a sequence t^*I*=i,2,... decreasing to zero such that (12) ΣJPofo, < + oo)< + oo (resp S P 0 (^(* r , cπ) < + oo)< + co).
Using the Borel-Cantelli lemma, it follows from (12) that (13) Since (13) contradicts to (9) and (4), both (10) and (11) must hold. From (10), we get
From (11) where Q r is the volume of ζ? r . Hence (20) has been proved 13) . Combining for some δ > 0, it follows that u < M in So, βft^ furthermore lim sup #(#) < M.
The above Lemma is proved for u^C 2 (S 0 ) such that Λu^O in S o in [7] , but without any change of the proof the assertion is valid for the function u in the above Lemma 7.
Now, set u(x) = Pχ(σ {XQ} < + co). Then u is harmonic 14) in D -{x 0 }. In order to state our result we will prepare some notations. We let the matrix (A jk {x)) be the inverse of the coefficients matrix (a Jk (x)). Set Set ^(0J = {<P 9 is a positive function on (0, s 0 ) for some 0 < s 0 < δ 0 which satisfies ψl) and ^2) (resp ^2'))}. The sets ψ A andj^ depend on the degree of the continuity of the coefficients of A. Proof i) For 0 < a < 2, if we choose sufficientely small s 0 > 0, we see
that F(p) = (n + l-a)lp<=F A .
It is clear that f(r) X r a~n , r-K). ii) If
So is sufficiently small, we can choose constants M k >0, k = 1, 2, so that (9) and (10), we get (12) and (5) (resp. (50) that
(n -l)lp + M 1 a{p)IP^F A and (n -1)1 p -M 2 a(p)/p(=F
for x^Qy -{y}. Accordingly F y ( ) is 1-subharmonic (resp. 1-superharmonic) at {x,Q y -{y}) relative to X A . On the other hand, since φeψ Λ (resp.
), there exists constants C k > 0, fc = 1,2,3,4 and δ>0 such that
Cj(p y (x)) <C z φ(p y {x)) <φ(\x-yI) <C 2 φ(p y (x))<
Hence, setting Q -\x \x -x Q \ <-Λ-\ for a fixed x o^D , φ(\ -y\) is
CVCj-subharmonic (resp. Cj/C^superharmonic) at (x θ9 Q-{y}) for every Since X A satisfies Ml), M2) by X A ii), X A iv) respectively, Rί) holds for X A by Lemma 1. Now let us apply Lemma 3a (resp. Lemma 3a and Remark 4) to X A and X. Then (8) (resp (8')) follows immediately. The proof is complete. § 6. Regular points for Markov processes subordinate to the diffusion process with uniformly Holder continuous coefficients.
Our object of this section is the class of Markov processes subordinate to the diffusion processes with uniformly Holder continuous coefficients. Singularities of Green functions of Markov processes of such a class are fairly abound in the variety, though they are isotropic.
Let ^? be the class of diffusion processes X ίG) on R n whose generator is a uniformly elliptic partial differential operator A of second order with bounded, uniformly Holder continuous coefficients. For convenience we will denote by (B(t),P b ) the w-dimensional Brownian motion. A process (z(t),P) is called a subordinator provided that it is one-sided Levy process on [0, +°°) starting at the origin which has increasing paths. It is known that for such a process E{e~" ω } = e~t φω for all t^O and s ^ 0, where 
(t) and v is called the Levy measure of z(t).
We let J be a collection of the subordiantors. If we set
P z {t,x,dy) = \ +~P (s,x,dy)P(z(t)(Ξds)
Jo (2) (P b z (t,x,dy) = \**P b (s,x,
dy)P(z(t)€Ξds)y 7 \
Jo then there exists a Markov process on R n whose transition probability is P z (t,x,dy) (resp. P b z (t,x,dy)) and the semi-group of such a process is strongly 16 ) X is of strongly Feller type and its semi-group is strongly continuous on C 0 (R n ). (For example see [11] .) 17 Proof. Since v is non-trivial, we can choose constants K > 0 and u 0 > 0 so that for every 0< s^u 0
Combining (6) with (4) it follows that for each fixed δ > 0, which implies (5). The proof is complete.
For the transition probability density p(t,x,y) (p b (t, x, y)) of IG^7 (resp. -B) we define
G.(x,y) = [~p(t,x,y)dU(t), (resp. g z (\x -2/!) = ( + V(ί, x,y)dU(t)).
Jo Jo
Combining (5) with the following estimate: Hereafter we shall always assume that n ^ 3.
Let Jzf be the class of continuous positive functions L on (0, + oo)
which vary slowly at zero, that is, \ιm L(tx)jL(t) = 1 for each fixed x > 0.
The following relation is essential in our theorem.:
is equivalent to
(8) J7(/)___l__rL(0, ŵ
here L^J^f and U{t) 9 ψ(t) are the ones of (3) and (4) 
L(t)/b(t) (t~rL(t)lb(t))
, ϊ > 0, is monotone increasing (resp. monotone decreasing) on some interval (0, δ 0 ). (resp. 0 < a! < a), 
19) We will write f(x)~g(x), x-^a provided lim f(x)jg(x) = l
Then, by the formula of the integral by part and (8) Combining (16) with (17), we see that K s > 0, which together with (15) 
On the other hand
where /(δ) = Γ t~n n dU{t). Let us choose δ x > 0, K{a lt α 2 ) > 0 such that
for |a? -y| <^i This is possible by (22) . Set
Since I(δ 0 ) < + oo by (5) and lim^2([α; -y\) = + oo by (14) , we can choosê 2 >0 so that (27) for 11/ -a I < δ 2 . Combining (24) with (27), we get
for 0< \x -y\ < min (^!,δ 2 ). Since it is clear that
by Pi), the proof of (23) is complete by using (22) .
Proof of theorem 5 and theorem 6. As mentioned before, the semi-group of X z is strongly continuous on C 0 {R n ).
Furthermore, G z (x,y) satisfies GB)
and GO) by Lemma 8 and has an isotropic singularity g z (r) by Lemma 9.
Therefore it follows immediately from Lemma 1 in [15] provided that X\mL(t) = 0 (r^. limL(0 = + oo).
Finally we will give simple examples. Consider
Since ψ has a completely monotone derivative and ^(0) = 0, it is an exponent of some z(ί)ε^ (for example, see W. Feller [6] 
Markov processes with homogeneity (I).
In this section we will study Levy processes with homogeneity. 
and denote the extension of * (resp. *) to &" by ,^(resp. J^~ι) as usual. Now we will summarize some elementary facts about Levy processes on R n . Let X be a Levy process on i? n such that
is a bounded continuous function for each fixed t > 0. Then, setting p(t, x) = ^""Hβ"^)^)* P(^» χ ~ 2/) is a transition probability density of X If in addition it holds that for large \ζ\ and some constant C> 0, we have
In the above case X satisfies Rl) by Lemma 1 and also satisfies R2), because Hunt's conditions F) and G) hold for X (see G.A. Hunt [10] ).
Let a = (a l9 a 2 , , a n ) and β=(βi,β2 9 " ,|8 ft ) be real vectors. We write as α^j9 provided a k ^β* for all k. In this section we consider the following two types of Levy processes in R n (n ^ 3) Combining (10) with (9), we have
«o for α 0 = min a J9 it follows from (12) that (13) for large |£|. Combining (11) with (13), we can show that g(x)^C co (R n -{0})
by the standard method. If we set it holds that (14) g(χ) = by changing the variable of the coordinates in (11) . Combining (8) , GS) and the fact that g(x)&C°°(R n -{0}), it follows from (14) that (6) holds. Next we will prove ii). For the estimate of g(x), we note the following : Let p(t, x ~ y) be transition probability density of X of type (//)«. Then holds. Now we will estimate g{x) on {|ίc| = 1}. If x is on the a; Λ -axis, we have 
Combining (17) (20) .
Proof By Lemma 13 X 1 {X 2 ) has Green function g^x -y) (resp. g 2 (^-y))
On the other hand it holds (22) and (23) )) on R n 9 fc = i,2.
Using Theorem 1, we can prove (21) . The proof is complete.
Next we will construct Levy processes of type (/) for a certain class of α. Let X be a Levy process on R n and A be the generator of X. We say that n(dy) is Levy measure of X if for each /eϋ?" vanishing on a neighborhood of the origin it holds
For convenience we introduce N°β = {n{y) a C°° homogeneous function of degree -(n + β) such that n(y)>0 for y φθ}.
We define J^e^i by (25) 
provided n(y)t=Nj for l>£>0. Set (27) and (28) Then it is known that there exists a Levy process whose generator coincides with A of (27) on J& and exponent is ψ(ξ) defined by (28) . Furthermore, it we set
it is a Levy process of type (7) (29) .
Proof Note that ψ(ζ) = -(j^, e~u f> ), because J^e^^i. Changing the variable of the coordinates, we see that ψ(ξ) is homogeneous of degree α. It is known that ψ(ζ) is negative definite. Further 
Qiv)n(y)
for large y on the same way as in the proof of (13 such that n{x,y) = n(oo 9 y) for
For the above n(x, y) we define a distribution Sfx by which has a Green function G(x,y) with GB), GC) and R2) such that
denotes the space of C°°-functions whose derivatives of any order are bounded (resp. vanishing at infinity). The topology in J${&) is that introduced by L. Schwartz [24] . 28 > It is known that there exists a Markov process on R n whose generator is A [26] . Our aim is to construct the kernel G(x,y) satisfying (4). But in our proof the existence of a Markov process also follows in this connection.
Furthermore {T t } of X is strongly continuous on C 0 (R n ).
Combining (4) with R2), MS) holds for the above X. Hence, using We will break up the proof of Theorem 6 into several Lemmas. Set
Then we can prove the following on the similar way as in Lemma 10.
LEMMA 14. a{x,ξ) of (5) 
we get (9). The proof is complete.
Remark 12. The above u belongs to ϋ» by (9) . so) Here a°0(x,ξ)=:a Q (x,ξ). 31 ) In the following we will always denote a patch function by θ. 32 ) Precisely CL{^Λ)^S^Z.
f°r each fixed x. In the sequel we will simply write as Now we will study the operator A defined by (3). First we give By the closed graph theorem we have only to show that G is closed.
Let {f n } and {v n } be sequences such that f n -±f in H* and v n -ϊv in _r espectively. Since we see that lim Av n (x) = Av(x) for every x<=R n , it follows that -f(x) = -lim f n {%) = Av{x), which implies Gf = v.
n~> -j-oo
Next we will give a kernel representation of the above operator G. Σ (i/r!)3 t r «,(a? f ί)Z>5β(*,f) = i, r = (r lf ,r n ).
J,r
Then ej(x,ζ)Gj#l a -j for each fixed a; and satisfy a2). Let us fix a function 9(£)eC%ft n ) such that φ{ζ) = 0 for |ί|<l/2 and 9(ί) = 1 for |ί|>l. We choose a sequence 1 = t 0 < t x < t z < -> + 00 such that Combining (20), (21) and (22) with p large, we get which implies that A(a\ 1 -θ) has order -oo. Combining (17), (19) and ( Next we are going to study the properties of the above G{x,y).
LEMMA 19. G{x,y) satisfies
Gl) if we set Gf{x) = \ G{x 9 y)f(y)dy 9 G maps C κ {R n ) into C 0 {R n ); G2) for every nonnegative f^C κ {R n ) such that f m 0, Gf>0;
Thus the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 8. By the properties Gl)~G4) together with GB), GC) we can construct a Markov process X on R n whose Green function is G{x,y)
in Lemma 17 by using Theorem 1.1 in [13] 36)
. Further it has been proved in the above Theorem 1.1 that {T t } of X is strongly continuous on C Q (R n ).
From the properties Gl) G2), G4), GB) and GC) it follows that R2) holds for X by Lemma 1 in [15] . The proof is complete.
